Testing Google Vision and Microsoft Vision

The table below is not a random sample. It is a collection of images that I thought would be
interesting to process or produced interesting results.

The Green box is the area marked by Microsoft as a face, or if there was none, the area
marked by Google if there was one.
The red and blue boxes were my estimates of were redaction would be required.

MS Caption: a woman standing in front of a mirror
MS Keywords: person, clothing, indoor, woman,
bathroom, mirror, standing, young, dress, front, looking,
teeth, girl, reflection, brushing, underwear, holding,
black, wearing, suit, water, kitchen, bathtub, white,
room, board, tub, umbrella, phone, man, shower
Google words: hair, clothing, photography, beauty,
hairstyle, long hair, muscle, art model, undergarment,
lingerie
Adult: ADULT

MS Caption: a young woman posing for a picture
MS Keywords: clothing, woman, young, standing, dress,
front, posing, holding, girl
Google words: image, photography, human positions,
beauty, muscle, art model, photo shoot
Adult: ADULT

MS Caption: a woman looking at a giraffe
MS Keywords: woman, person, girl, chain, holding,
beautiful, looking, standing, giraffe, dress, hand, hair,
lady, close, young, large, head, umbrella, white, phone
Google words: color, hair, woman, beauty, lady,
photography, girl, hairstyle, fashion, head
Adult: RACY

MS Caption: a woman sitting on a rock
MS Keywords: building, person, outdoor, rock, woman,
sitting, stone, front, young, black, holding, white,
standing, man, rocky, bear, girl, playing, brick, cat,
laying, phone, zoo
Google words: hair, photograph, black and white, image,
photography, girl, beauty, human positions, art model,
hairstyle
Adult: ADULT

MS Caption: a woman posing for a picture
MS Keywords: woman, young, holding
Google words: black, photograph, black and white,
woman, photography, human positions, beauty,
darkness, monochrome photography, art model
Adult: RACY

MS Caption: a man in a blue dress shirt and tie
MS Keywords: person, clothing, holding, man, blue,
young, tennis, racket, shirt, standing, dark, hand, dress,
boy, woman, wearing, white, court, water, playing,
board, phone
Google words: blue, woman, person, photography,
beauty, lady, girl, portrait, darkness, brown hair
Adult: ADULT

MS Caption: a beautiful woman standing on a beach
MS Keywords: person, woman, clothing, swimsuit,
outdoor, beautiful, court, water, female, white, wearing,
board, standing, dress, ready, young, surfing, posing,
girl, top, walking, holding, orange, player, suit, ball,
dressed, yellow, beach, wedding
Google words: clothing, swimwear, photography, beauty,
supermodel, muscle, model, undergarment, long hair,
photo shoot
Adult: RACY

MS Caption: a woman sits on a beach
MS Keywords: person, woman, outdoor, clothing,
swimsuit, water, beautiful, female, black, holding,
wearing, young, girl, lady, ready, tennis, racket, court,
white, board, dress, top, player, surfing, beach, suit,
standing, blue, sign, playing
Google words: hair, clothing, black hair, woman,
swimwear, beauty, girl, undergarment, hairstyle, long
hair
Adult: ADULT

MS Caption: a woman holding a frisbee
MS Keywords: clothing, person, woman, young, frisbee,
dress, standing, holding, wearing, playing, throwing, girl,
man, beach, water, red, air, court
Google words: photography, beauty, muscle, arm, art
model, finger, hand, model, sense, supermodel
Adult: ADULT

MS Caption: person on a surf board
MS Keywords: clothing, standing, man
Google words: hair, blond, hairstyle, long hair, black
hair, muscle, finger, art model, hand, thumb
Adult: ADULT

MS Caption: a woman posing for a picture
MS Keywords: person, clothing, woman, racket, wearing,
tennis, black, dress, girl, court, posing, young, white,
standing, holding, underwear, top, walking, blue, ball
Google words: hair, clothing, fetish model, lady, blond,
hairstyle, latex clothing, long hair, leg, black hair
Adult: ADULT

MS Caption: a woman laying on a bed
MS Keywords: person, bed, indoor, laying, woman, lying,
young, white, holding, girl, top, dress, head, man, people,
standing, playing
Google words: clothing, woman, photography, bride, long
hair, leg, photo shoot, romance, gown, interaction
Adult: ADULT

MS Caption: a beautiful woman sitting on a bed
MS Keywords: person, woman, clothing, sitting, indoor,
beautiful, girl, looking, young, lady, dress, posing, bed,
bench, cake, smiling, table, white, top, holding, female,
standing, room, laying, people
Google words: human hair color, hair, blond, clothing,
black hair, long hair, fetish model, hairstyle, mouth,
brown hair
Adult: ADULT

MS Caption: person is holding a pink cake
MS Keywords: indoor, cake, holding, looking, sitting,
woman, hand, food, top, white, pink, dress, table, mouth,
snow, eating, man, standing, wedding, teeth, beach
Google words: pink, white, photography, beauty, girl,
dress, skin, fur, footwear, fashion
Adult: SAFE

MS Caption: a close up of two giraffes near a tree
MS Keywords: abstract, blur
Google words: black, black and white, image,
photography, darkness, close up, mouth, arm,
monochrome photography, organ
Adult: SAFE

MS Caption: a woman sitting on a bed
MS Keywords: indoor, woman, bed, sofa, person, sitting,
white, top, young, room, laying, girl, head, large, holding,
wearing, laptop, red, man, standing
Google words: person, human positions, red, image,
sitting, woman, photography, lady, beauty, girl
Adult: RACY

MS Caption: a young lady is posing for a picture
MS Keywords: person, woman, indoor, young, monitor,
girl, lady, dress, holding, legs, front, underwear, posing,
tennis, racket, female, black, standing, top, table, ball,
white, blue, cat, court, player, playing
Google words: hair, image, person, photography, black
hair, finger, long hair, hairstyle, muscle, art model
Adult: ADULT

MS Caption: a woman in a white dress holding a frisbee
MS Keywords: woman, person, clothing, lady, dress,
beautiful, young, white, wearing, female, girl, top, court,
racket, holding, tennis, standing, posing, black, water,
player, board, playing, air, walking, beach, jumping,
frisbee, doing
Google words: hair, clothing, leg, hairstyle, blond, long
hair, finger, supermodel, thigh, undergarment
Adult: ADULT

MS Caption: a beautiful young woman holding a tennis
racket
MS Keywords: woman, person, clothing, racket, girl,
lady, tennis, court, female, beautiful, young, dress,
holding, posing, water, player, ball, standing, top, beach,
white, wearing, playing, board, snow
Google words: hair, clothing, leg, thigh, long hair,
hairstyle, supermodel, blond, finger, undergarment
Adult: RACY

MS Caption: a group of people are brushing their teeth
MS Keywords: vessel, person, photo, woman, group,
people, teeth, girl, posing, brushing, young, man,
standing, room, white
Google words: fashion
Adult: RACY
MS Caption: a blurry picture of a cat wearing a tie
MS Keywords: sitting, looking, indoor, cat, white, top,
front, screen, dark, brown, wearing, blurry, black,
standing, television, blue, suit, head, red, laying, dog,
room, bed
Google words: performing arts, entertainment, fictional
character
Adult: SAFE

MS Caption: a woman wearing a dress shirt and tie
MS Keywords: person, woman, holding, wearing,
standing, dress, lady, shirt, white, man, suit, young,
phone, dressed, talking, girl, red
Google words: stage, singing, screenshot
Adult: SAFE

MS Caption: a woman wearing a hat talking on a cell
phone
MS Keywords: person, woman, wearing, holding, phone,
cellphone, white, talking, standing, shirt, using, dress,
sitting, suit, sunglasses, girl, dressed, young, man, large,
table, yellow, hat
Google words: performance art, performing arts, stage,
singing, musical theatre, screenshot
Adult: SAFE
MS Caption: person standing in a room
MS Keywords: indoor, room, woman, living, front,
playing, standing, man, young, holding, girl, television,
ball, red, video, dog, game, white, table
Google words: performance art
Adult: RACY

MS Caption: a woman standing in a room
MS Keywords: indoor, person, woman, room, front,
looking, standing, young, girl, holding, living, man, cat,
mirror, black, bed, table, white, kitchen, playing
Google words: clothing, performance art, fashion,
screenshot, leg
Adult: RACY

MS Caption: a woman holding a cat in a room
MS Keywords: indoor, person, woman, front, cat,
holding, standing, room, young, black, man, mirror,
table, living, white, bed, dog, kitchen
Google words: human positions, performance art,
fashion, screenshot, leg
Adult: RACY

MS Caption: a cat sitting on top of a bed next to a window
MS Keywords: indoor, cat, white, sitting, room, building,
small, window, living, door, table, bed, toilet, mirror,
large, tub, laying, bedroom, refrigerator, bathtub, sink
Google words: property, room, furniture, product, door,
interior design, stairs, home, flooring
Adult: RACY

MS Caption: a bed with white sheets and a mirror
MS Keywords: indoor, white, bed, sitting, building, small,
room, mirror, open, bedroom, toilet, table, door, living,
tub, large, bathtub, laying
Google words: white, room, product, floor, interior
design, stairs, lighting, dress, furniture, infant bed
Adult: RACY

MS Caption: a bed with white sheets and a mirror
MS Keywords: indoor, white, sitting, bed, room, small,
building, looking, mirror, open, door, bedroom, black,
table, toilet, living, cat, tub
Google words: white, room, dress, product, interior
design, infant bed, stairs, furniture
Adult: RACY

MS Caption: a little girl sitting in a chair
MS Keywords: indoor, girl, sitting, woman, small, little,
top, standing, table, young, holding, room, baby, wooden,
man, white, bed, cat
Google words: furniture, room, living room, interior
design, bed, table
Adult: SAFE

MS Caption: a little girl sitting in a chair
MS Keywords: indoor, sitting, girl, little, small, woman,
wooden, front, young, table, old, top, baby, standing,
suitcase, room, bench, holding, luggage, man
Google words: room, furniture
Adult: SAFE

MS Caption: a little girl sitting in a vase
MS Keywords: indoor, sitting, girl, little, small, wooden,
woman, front, table, old, young, bench, baby, holding,
standing, room, pink, white, vase, man
Google words: furniture
Adult: SAFE

MS Caption: person standing in a room
MS Keywords: front, standing, young, playing, man,
woman, room, ball
Google words: dance, performing arts, team sport,
entertainment, sports, performance art, gown
Adult: RACY

MS Caption: a woman sitting on a rug
MS Keywords: indoor, person, woman, dress, girl, posing,
room, front, sitting, wearing, standing, white, holding,
young, table, black, bed, red, rug, living, court, man
Google words: clothing, human positions, lady, beauty,
dress, sitting, fashion, leg, model, art model
Adult: ADULT

MS Caption: a woman in a white dress posing for a
picture
MS Keywords: indoor, person, woman, dress, posing,
wearing, white, girl, front, holding, standing, room,
table, young, black, man, rug, red, hat, bed
Google words: lady, human positions, beauty,
performance art, dress, fashion, leg, model, photo shoot
Adult: ADULT

MS Caption: a girl in a dress
MS Keywords: clothing, building, woman, girl, young,
sitting, dress, small, standing, wearing, hair, brown,
holding, little, white, underwear, mirror, bear, room,
pink, toilet, tall
Google words: muscle, supermodel, model, abdomen,
finger
Adult: ADULT
MS Caption: a young lady is posing for the camera
MS Keywords: woman, person, building, girl, young,
lady, hair, dress, looking, beautiful, standing, holding,
white, posing, sitting, leaning, black, female, wearing
Google words: hair, woman, person, photography, black
hair, beauty, girl, long hair, model, hairstyle
Adult: ADULT

MS Caption: a woman standing in front of a building
MS Keywords: building, woman, person, girl, young,
lady, hair, dress, standing, white, looking, holding, black,
front, posing, wearing, door, phone
Google words: hair, woman, clothing, person, beauty,
photography, girl, lady, black hair, long hair
Adult: ADULT

MS Caption: a woman holding a tennis racquet
MS Keywords: person, woman, tennis, holding, young,
female, playing, red, racket, top, blue, wearing, girl,
orange, ball, water, court, air, player, standing, white
Google words: blue, photography, beauty, hand, model,
photo shoot, sports, dance
Adult: SAFE

MS Caption: a woman sitting on a bed
MS Keywords: woman, young, sitting, bed, tennis, man,
holding, girl, air, laying, playing, standing
Google words: performing arts, dance, performance art,
entertainment, stage, musical theatre, modern dance,
choreography, sports
Adult: RACY

MS Caption: a young woman posing for a picture
MS Keywords: person, clothing, woman, posing,
standing, young, front, photo, dress, white, man, black,
girl, mirror, water, holding, boy, bathtub, kitchen,
umbrella, tub, teeth
Google words: black and white, black, photograph,
person, image, human positions, photography,
monochrome photography, beauty, art model
Adult: ADULT

MS Caption: person is looking at the camera
MS Keywords: looking, front, standing, camera, black,
white, shirt, close, woman, wearing, bed, man, laying,
room, cat
Google words: hair, black and white, photography,
beauty, close up, black hair, art model, mouth,
monochrome photography, hairstyle
Adult: RACY

MS Caption: a man is walking down the street talking on
a cell phone
MS Keywords: outdoor, person, building, sidewalk, man,
street, cellphone, phone, holding, woman, city, walking,
young, side, standing, graffiti, doing, riding, park, board,
talking, trick, people, sign, air, group
Google words: art
Adult: SAFE
MS Caption: a group of people standing next to a forest
MS Keywords: outdoor, grass, field, standing, group,
people, man, tree, forest, green, park, cow, grassy,
woman, young, playing, grazing, white
Google words: habitat, natural environment, tree,
woodland, forest, meadow, flower
Adult: SAFE

MS Caption: a little boy standing in front of a lake
MS Keywords: grass, outdoor, water, boy, man, little,
small, field, standing, cow, child, front, young, holding,
river, green, body, old, sheep, kite, bridge, lake, wooden,
bench, cloudy, woman, train, hill, horse, riding, grassy,
boat, group, beach, people
Google words: rural area, farm
Adult: SAFE

MS Caption: a beautiful young lady standing on a beach
MS Keywords: woman, person, clothing, girl, lady,
beautiful, standing, posing, young, female, beach, dress,
top, holding, smiling, white, wearing, suit, black, board,
surfing, water
Google words: clothing, black hair, leg, long hair,
supermodel, lingerie, thigh, undergarment, hairstyle,
photo shoot
Adult: RACY

MS Caption: a beautiful woman sitting on a bed
MS Keywords: person, woman, sitting, clothing, girl,
beautiful, young, top, dress, looking, black, lady, laptop,
laying, underwear, holding, bed, bench, suitcase, table,
phone, white, luggage
Google words: person, clothing, woman, human positions,
lady, beauty, sitting, supermodel, blond, model
Adult: RACY

MS Caption: a woman holding an umbrella
MS Keywords: indoor, woman, holding, looking,
standing, head, black, girl, young, dress, top, wearing,
hat, white, ball, mouth, room, water, board, umbrella,
playing, air
Google words: black, sculpture, arm, art, art model,
drawing
Adult: RACY

MS Caption: a woman is laying on the floor
MS Keywords: person, indoor, woman, man, young,
sitting, holding, girl, dress, laying, table, playing, red,
standing, water, phone, people, bed
Google words: hair, clothing, red, lady, beauty, hairstyle,
dress, arm, long hair, fashion
Adult: RACY

MS Caption: a man in a blue shirt
MS Keywords: person, blue, young, man, racket, holding,
dark, tennis, standing, front, woman, boy, shirt, dress,
night, hair, white, playing, wearing, room, laptop, board,
court, ball, computer, swinging, doing, riding, phone,
bed, player
Google words: person, woman, photography, long hair,
darkness, black hair, art model, model, photo shoot
Adult: RACY

MS Caption: a woman holding a little girl standing in a
kitchen
MS Keywords: person, indoor, girl, woman, food, young,
kitchen, table, holding, little, standing, window, sitting,
front, eating, black, sandwich, white, man
Google words: hair, black, white, black and white,
photograph, image, photography, lady, monochrome
photography, monochrome
Adult: SAFE

MS Caption: a woman sitting at night
MS Keywords: person, woman, young, holding, tennis,
sitting, dark, man, top, black, standing, playing, white,
player, bed, night
Google words: black, black and white, photograph,
human positions, woman, photography, lady, beauty,
darkness, sitting
Adult: RACY

MS Caption: a couple of people that are standing in the
middle of a jump
MS Keywords: photo, different, game, various, woman,
dog, screen, people, man
Google words: brand, sense, advertising, presentation,
physical fitness
Adult: SAFE

MS Caption: a man wearing a tie
MS Keywords: person, indoor, man, holding, standing,
wearing, old, woman, large, room, young, white, playing,
player
Google words: painting, string instrument, plucked string
instruments, string instrument
Adult: SAFE

MS Caption: a couple of people that are standing in a
park
MS Keywords: person, outdoor, grass, man, people,
riding, standing, holding, woman, park, young, child,
group, walking, green, street, sidewalk, girl, little, fire,
phone, field, city, bear, hydrant, playing
Google words: person, people
Adult: SAFE
MS Caption: a man throwing a frisbee in a forest
MS Keywords: outdoor, person, grass, wood, young, tree,
forest, man, frisbee, playing, park, girl, woman,
throwing, standing, sitting, field, people, holding, flying,
catch, white, group
Google words: habitat, people, person, natural
environment, tree, woodland, forest
Adult: SAFE

MS Caption: a man standing in the grass
MS Keywords: grass, outdoor, thing, person, weapon,
gun, man, holding, standing, field, woman, wearing,
black, walking, young, grassy
Google words: firearm, gun, shooting, outdoor
recreation, shooting sport, weapon, marksman, shooting
range, sports, soldier
Adult: SAFE

MS Caption: a black cat
MS Keywords: cat, black, monitor, sitting, screen, white,
shirt, television, computer, laying, bed
Google words: photograph, image, poster, album cover,
picture frame, sketch, illustration, portrait, drawing
Adult: RACY

MS Caption: a woman posing for a picture
MS Keywords: person, woman, girl, sitting, table,
standing, holding, posing, young, water, white, top, man,
pink, large, room, laying, umbrella
Google words: clothing, blond, long hair, leg, black hair,
undergarment, lingerie, human body
Adult: ADULT

MS Caption: a man riding a wave on a surfboard in the
water
MS Keywords: wave, surfing, person, man, water,
outdoor, riding, board, top, dark, large, standing, suit,
black, young, ocean, shirt, wearing, night, white, holding,
yellow
Google words: performing arts, sports, dance, ballet,
performance art, entertainment, modern dance, event,
concert dance
Adult: SAFE
MS Caption: person throwing a frisbee in a forest
MS Keywords: outdoor, grass, young, wood, standing,
woman, white, black, forest, playing, girl, man, frisbee,
throwing, field, holding, bear, game, water
Google words:
Adult: SAFE

MS Caption: a man on a horse in front of a building
MS Keywords: building, outdoor, grass, man, standing,
holding, front, young, head, elephant, brick, stone, trunk,
large, bird, street, horse, doing, trick, white, air, zoo
Google words: art, sculpture
Adult: SAFE

MS Caption: person standing next to a brick wall
MS Keywords: soccer, playing, brick, ball, young,
wearing, game, woman, dress, red, girl, man, standing,
player, stuffed
Google words: muscle, model, finger
Adult: RACY

MS Caption: a man in a suit standing in front of a curtain
MS Keywords: person, man, suit, necktie, curtain, indoor,
clothing, standing, wearing, dressed, holding, dress,
posing, front, hand, woman, black, white, talking,
suitcase, wedding, table, walking, room, cut
Google words: clothing, formal wear, tuxedo, suit,
gentleman, fashion, spring, outerwear, leather, model
Adult: SAFE

MS Caption: a woman standing in front of a fireplace
MS Keywords: indoor, person, room, woman, red, living,
front, sitting, standing, holding, girl, dress, table,
fireplace, clock, large, young, playing, man, bed, white
Google words: dress, red, clothing, woman, wedding
dress, gown, bride, bridal clothing, beauty,
quinceaÃ±era
Adult: SAFE

MS Caption: a man standing in front of a door
MS Keywords: indoor, man, standing, room, black, white,
door, wearing, woman, young, holding, cat, table, bed,
night
Google words: clothing, woman, bride, dress, gown
Adult: SAFE

MS Caption: a woman standing on a bed
MS Keywords: indoor, person, woman, bed, standing,
looking, dress, sitting, man, room, young, front, dark,
girl, wearing, holding, white, night, phone
Google words: wedding dress, woman, bride, dress,
bridal clothing, gown, performing arts, fashion, formal
wear, groom
Adult: SAFE

MS Caption: a woman sitting on a bed
MS Keywords: person, indoor, curtain, bed, sitting, table,
looking, white, woman, food, young, room, girl, man,
smiling, holding, laying, eating, shirt, plate
Google words: bride, photograph, woman, person, man,
male, photography, wedding, groom, ceremony
Adult: SAFE

MS Caption: person talking on a cell phone
MS Keywords: person, nature, fire, young, woman,
cellphone, girl, phone, sitting, man, talking, looking,
holding, front, hair, yellow, face, smiling, wearing,
laying, head, standing, bed
Google words: hair, hairstyle, beauty, long hair, brown
hair, black hair, supermodel, model, photo shoot, art
model
Adult: RACY
MS Caption: a woman posing for a picture
MS Keywords: person, woman, photo, posing, holding,
front, man, girl, young, standing, table, old, white,
phone, room
Google words: clothing, human positions, product, sitting
Adult: RACY

MS Caption: a woman standing next to a river
MS Keywords: person, outdoor, woman, water, holding,
cellphone, standing, young, man, hand, phone, green,
river, girl, wearing, yellow, bird, boat
Google words: green, reflection, photography, tree, earth,
planet, sunlight, fisheye lens, water feature
Adult: SAFE

MS Caption: person laying on a rocky beach
MS Keywords: outdoor, rock, beach, water, sitting, food,
holding, top, woman, pile, rocky, board, man, donut,
sand, fruit, ocean, baby, sheep, standing, red, laying,
white, field, playing, snow
Google words: image, human positions, photography,
beauty, girl, rock, sand, sea, leg, mythology
Adult: ADULT
MS Caption: a woman sitting on a bench by the water
MS Keywords: person, outdoor, sport, woman, water,
sitting, bench, young, man, wooden, board, hand, top,
holding, playing, girl, boy, park, wearing, frisbee, doing,
air, surfing, people
Google words: hair, human positions, blond, sitting, girl,
beauty, leg, long hair, muscle, art model
Adult: ADULT

MS Caption: a woman jumping up to catch a frisbee
MS Keywords: person, woman, young, holding, water,
top, girl, playing, beach, white, air, surfing, jumping,
man, board, catch, riding, frisbee, plate, standing
Google words: barechestedness, muscle, male, arm, leg,
art model, model, sense, hand, human body
Adult: ADULT

MS Caption: a beautiful young woman holding a frisbee
MS Keywords: woman, person, female, lady, girl,
beautiful, young, holding, dress, beach, standing,
playing, tennis, wearing, court, player, top, black,
frisbee, water, white, air, mouth, board, ball, catch, game
Google words: dance, human positions, performing arts,
sports, modern dance, concert dance, muscle, leg, ballet,
physical fitness
Adult: ADULT
MS Caption: a woman laying on a bed
MS Keywords: person, indoor, woman, young, sitting,
top, man, table, board, water, holding, bed, girl, surfing,
laying, white, playing, doing, standing
Google words: human positions, sitting, sports, physical
fitness, modern dance, leg, dance, concert dance, sense,
yoga
Adult: ADULT

MS Caption: person sitting on a bed
MS Keywords: person, woman, man, black, sitting,
racket, holding, young, suit, tennis, posing, wearing,
standing, female, legs, girl, playing, computer, bed,
player, laptop, cat, court, water, air, white, doing
Google words: black, human positions, sitting,
performance art, modern dance, arm, leg, concert dance,
choreography, art model
Adult: RACY
MS Caption: a woman is jumping in the air
MS Keywords: person, woman, indoor, black, young, air,
man, female, wearing, catch, front, girl, dark, suit, legs,
top, hair, reaching, jumping, head, playing, standing,
holding, cat, white, doing, frisbee, flying, ball, wave
Google words: dance, performing arts, sports, modern
dance, entertainment, performance art, concert dance,
aerialist, ballet, event
Adult: RACY
MS Caption: a woman sits on a beach
MS Keywords: person, woman, water, holding, sitting,
young, girl, smiling, white, phone, surfing, laying,
standing, man, bed, beach
Google words: hair, face, person, blue, woman, image,
girl, beauty, photography, lady
Adult: ADULT

MS Caption: a woman is cutting into a pan
MS Keywords: person, indoor, woman, cutting, kitchen,
table, young, preparing, top, food, black, using, knife,
pan, girl, cut, laptop, stove, pizza, white, board, standing,
computer, oven
Google words: black and white, image, photography,
lady, monochrome photography, monochrome, blond,
model, art model, photo shoot
Adult: RACY

MS Caption: a picture of himself in the rain
MS Keywords: spring, snow, rain, water
Google words: white, girl, beauty, skin, freezing, child,
head, hand, close up, finger
Adult: SAFE

MS Caption: a woman sitting in front of a stone wall
MS Keywords: building, person, bear, woman, sitting,
front, holding, stone, green, young, brick, dress, girl,
black, large, phone, white, standing, bench, zoo, board,
umbrella, man, pizza
Google words: photograph, woman, person, human
positions, green, sitting, photography, dress, beauty, lady
Adult: SAFE
MS Caption: a woman standing in front of a door
MS Keywords: person, indoor, clothing, woman, girl,
looking, young, standing, holding, underwear, white,
dress, front, posing, hair, smiling, open, door,
refrigerator, shirt, kitchen, room
Google words: hair, clothing, woman, photography,
wedding dress, beauty, black hair, hairstyle, long hair,
undergarment
Adult: SAFE

MS Caption: a woman laying on a bed
MS Keywords: indoor, bed, laying, person, woman, lying,
girl, top, young, black, white, sitting, head, wearing, face,
man, cat, sleeping, red, room, holding
Google words: black, clothing, photography, lady, beauty,
fetish model, model, fashion, photo shoot, lingerie
Adult: SAFE

MS Caption: a woman laying on a red frisbee
MS Keywords: person, woman, indoor, red, hair, laying,
girl, holding, wearing, bed, young, top, white, frisbee,
head, air, man, cake, playing, standing
Google words: hair, red, clothing, beauty, black hair,
mouth, organ, photo shoot, leg, pin up girl
Adult: RACY
MS Caption: a little girl laying on a bed
MS Keywords: person, indoor, girl, laying, bed, little,
holding, small, young, top, pink, lying, hair, woman, dog,
white, table, cat, man, stuffed
Google words: clothing, pink, woman, beauty, photo
shoot, leg, lingerie, black hair, model, pin up girl
Adult: RACY

MS Caption: a painting of a man with an umbrella
MS Keywords: building, man, photo, air, water, standing,
plane, white, black, flying, painting, woman, umbrella,
airplane, holding, large, riding, young, park, window,
stone, boat, people, river, doing, rain
Google words: black and white, monochrome,
monochrome photography, art, drawing, sketch, modern
art, symmetry
Adult: SAFE

MS Caption: a woman holding a tennis racket
MS Keywords: person, woman, tennis, racket, clothing,
green, holding, posing, female, standing, lady, young,
playing, court, dress, girl, player, hand, wearing, man,
smiling, shirt, game, air, ball, water, board, people, snow,
doing
Google words: hair, clothing, costume, hairstyle, long
hair, photo shoot
Adult: SAFE

MS Caption: a woman brushing her hair
MS Keywords: woman, person, clothing, indoor, hair,
looking, girl, wearing, mirror, holding, close, white,
standing, female, people, head, pair, shirt, room, young,
brushing, phone, cat, red, teeth, group, bed, laying, man
Google words: hair, human hair color, human action,
person, photography, long hair, brown hair, black hair,
mouth, muscle
Adult: ADULT

MS Caption: a woman standing in a room
MS Keywords: person, indoor, woman, photo, man,
holding, table, posing, young, standing, girl, room, white,
kitchen, bed
Google words: clothing, human positions, sitting,
product, furniture
Adult: RACY

MS Caption: a group of people posing for a picture
MS Keywords: person, indoor, girl, young, front, woman,
group, standing, child, people, posing, holding, large,
man, white, room, beach, walking, court, playing
Google words: performing arts, sports, performance art,
dance, entertainment, event, musical theatre
Adult: SAFE
MS Caption: a girl in a pink dress
MS Keywords: woman, person, indoor, girl, clothing,
female, dress, lady, holding, young, playing, tennis,
standing, racket, pink, top, court, smiling, wearing,
room, game, remote, red, air, player, shirt, white
Google words: hair, clothing, pink, red, photography,
beauty, lady, hairstyle, muscle, fashion
Adult: RACY

MS Caption: a woman is laying on the floor
MS Keywords: indoor, person, laying, woman, sitting,
lying, dog, small, black, white, bed, leaning, young, girl,
feet, man, cat, sleeping, holding, kitchen, standing, room
Google words: black, white, black and white, clothing,
photography, monochrome photography, blond,
monochrome, muscle, leg
Adult: RACY
MS Caption: person posing for a picture with a frisbee
MS Keywords: standing, young, sitting, front, legs, man,
woman, white, posing, dog, black, park, board, holding,
water, frisbee, night
Google words: performing arts, dance, sports, modern
dance, entertainment, performance art, ballet, concert
dance, physical fitness, choreography
Adult: SAFE

MS Caption: a young man is throwing a frisbee
MS Keywords: outdoor, person, young, man, surfing,
board, water, holding, legs, beach, standing, throwing,
top, frisbee, woman, riding, walking, catch, ocean, wave,
game, jumping, air, white, playing, doing
Google words: human positions, sports, physical fitness,
modern dance, arm, muscle, concert dance, sitting, yoga,
martial arts
Adult: SAFE

MS Caption: a woman wearing sunglasses and a hat
MS Keywords: person, woman, outdoor, wearing,
sunglasses, glasses, eating, sandwich, lady, sun, holding,
food, white, hat, standing, mouth, green, hotdog, large,
young, hot, red, teeth
Google words: eyewear, hair, sunglasses, glasses, face,
vision care, pink, red, nose, blond
Adult: SAFE

MS Caption: a woman holding a cell phone
MS Keywords: person, woman, young, holding, black,
man, table, standing, computer
Google words: human positions, sitting, performance art,
footwear, guitarist, high heeled footwear, leg, photo
shoot, modern dance, sense
Adult: SAFE

MS Caption: a woman standing in a dress shirt and tie
MS Keywords: person, indoor, clothing, woman, holding,
standing, cake, looking, dress, wearing, front, young,
lady, smiling, table, cutting, shirt, hand, knife, glasses,
white, man, birthday, cut, wedding, room, kitchen
Google words: photography, beauty, fashion, hairstyle,
photo shoot, brown hair, dress, model, abdomen, long
hair
Adult: SAFE

MS Caption: a woman laying on a bed
MS Keywords: bed, person, indoor, sitting, woman,
laying, posing, window, young, lying, white, snow, girl,
top, smiling, man, large
Google words: hair, clothing, leg, human positions, blond,
hairstyle, long hair, thigh, sitting, black hair
Adult: RACY

MS Caption: a woman standing on a bed
MS Keywords: person, clothing, woman, indoor, young,
girl, board, holding, standing, top, dress, posing, black,
wearing, beach, suitcase, surfing, white, court, air, bed,
man, player
Google words: clothing, photography, undergarment,
long hair, supermodel, brown hair, muscle, photo shoot,
art model, model
Adult: ADULT

MS Caption: a young woman sitting on a bed
MS Keywords: person, clothing, indoor, young, woman,
sitting, looking, holding, standing, boy, legs, top, dress,
girl, hair, board, bed, white, toilet, room, playing
Google words: hair, human hair color, blond, clothing,
photography, hairstyle, beauty, girl, long hair, brown
hair
Adult: RACY

MS Caption: a woman holding a remote
MS Keywords: person, indoor, woman, holding, girl,
hand, young, black, shirt, using, top, white, dress,
wearing, standing, playing, computer, red, video, remote,
phone, blue, room
Google words: black, woman, photography, beauty, leg,
close up, muscle, arm, finger, mouth
Adult: RACY

MS Caption: person riding a wave on a surfboard in the
water
MS Keywords: water, sport, person, wave, top, riding,
young, large, woman, surfing, girl, man, ocean, board,
blue, air, standing, game, doing, laying
Google words: underwater, computer wallpaper
Adult: RACY

MS Caption: a woman standing on a bed
MS Keywords: person, clothing, woman, young, looking,
posing, dress, standing, holding, wearing, suit, girl,
dressed, man, bed, water, phone, board, beach, laying
Google words: hair, black hair, photography, beauty,
long hair, hairstyle, brown hair, art model, muscle,
supermodel
Adult: ADULT

MS Caption: person holding a surfboard
MS Keywords: person, outdoor, clothing, looking,
standing, holding, woman, man, water, young, wearing,
black, white, shirt, surfing, blue, red, beach, ocean,
board, phone
Google words: barechestedness, hair, person, man, male,
beauty, muscle, close up, skin, model
Adult: SAFE

MS Caption: a woman in a room
MS Keywords: person, indoor, woman, pair, black,
sitting, holding, man, girl, wearing, white, table,
standing, room, bed, young, mirror, phone
Google words: black, white, black and white, lady,
performance art, monochrome, monochrome
photography, muscle, stage, fashion
Adult: RACY

MS Caption: a woman holding a snow board
MS Keywords: woman, person, toy, female, skiing,
holding, girl, wearing, top, standing, young, black, snow,
board, water
Google words: clothing, footwear, costume, fashion, leg,
photo shoot, model
Adult: SAFE

MS Caption: a young girl wearing a hat
MS Keywords: clothing, indoor, young, boy, wearing,
little, girl, hair, small, standing, sitting, holding, woman,
child, black, posing, dress, dressed, table, white, shirt,
wooden, birthday, room
Google words: hair, hairstyle, blond, long hair, black
hair, brown hair, gown, pattern
Adult: SAFE

MS Caption: a woman talking on a cell phone
MS Keywords: person, clothing, woman, phone, young,
cellphone, holding, looking, talking, hair, standing, girl,
sitting, dress, white, wearing, table, shirt, people, man
Google words: hair, human hair color, red, clothing,
black hair, beauty, hairstyle, lady, girl, blond
Adult: SAFE

MS Caption: person sitting on a bed
MS Keywords: person, clothing, indoor, sitting, man,
woman, front, young, standing, bed, girl, people, table,
white, bench, holding, room, laying
Google words: hair, black hair, long hair, blond,
hairstyle, brown hair, mouth, finger, undergarment, leg
Adult: ADULT

MS Caption: a woman sitting on a bed
MS Keywords: person, clothing, sitting, woman, young,
posing, man, white, wearing, top, holding, smiling, hair,
standing, laying, shirt, bed
Google words: face, hair, black hair, photography,
beauty, brown hair, long hair, head, mouth, hairstyle
Adult: ADULT

MS Caption: a woman standing in front of a refrigerator
MS Keywords: cabinet, person, clothing, kitchen, woman,
indoor, refrigerator, standing, wearing, black, young,
lady, short, white, front, dress, shirt, posing, door, girl,
stove, holding, dressed, oven, man
Google words: hair, clothing, black hair, undergarment,
photography, lingerie, long hair, hairstyle, thigh, brown
hair
Adult: ADULT

MS Caption: a woman wearing a hat
MS Keywords: person, woman, wearing, holding,
dressed, dress, standing, girl, brown, black, red, young,
hat, umbrella, white, bear, room
Google words: clothing, person, lady, woman warrior,
costume
Adult: SAFE

MS Caption: a woman standing in a room
MS Keywords: person, cabinet, indoor, woman, table,
front, kitchen, dress, standing, white, desk, sitting, small,
black, holding, room, young, living, man, laptop,
computer, hat, bed, phone
Google words: white, clothing, wedding dress,
photography, undergarment, dress, lingerie, bridal
clothing, sense, art model
Adult: RACY

MS Caption: a girl in a dress shirt and tie
MS Keywords: person, indoor, clothing, woman, young,
holding, girl, dress, looking, sitting, front, shirt, bed,
white, standing, black, posing, smiling, laptop, cake,
wearing, table, computer, room, remote, man
Google words: hair, face, person, woman, photography,
black hair, beauty, lady, girl, brown hair
Adult: RACY

MS Caption: a man standing next to a tub
MS Keywords: indoor, person, man, holding, standing,
white, woman, young, room, wearing, board, kitchen,
dirty, tub
Google words: black, white, photograph, clothing, image,
photography, lady, monochrome, footwear, fashion
Adult: SAFE

MS Caption: a close up of a person wearing a red hat
MS Keywords: wearing, person, necktie, clothing,
looking, red, hat, eyes, white, close, bow, teeth, face,
toothbrush, neck, hair, head, man, black, camera,
brushing, suit, young, glasses, dressed, mouth, brush,
shirt, woman, blue, large, pink
Google words: color, face, red, white, eyebrow, lip,
woman, nose, close up, eye
Adult: SAFE

MS Caption: a man is eating a banana
MS Keywords: person, man, woman, holding, young,
wearing, eating, glasses, face, standing, food, hat, head,
white, mouth, wedding, street, plate, room, sand
Google words: white, photograph, black and white,
woman, clothing, image, person, photography, beauty,
girl
Adult: ADULT

MS Caption: a woman in a dress shirt and tie
MS Keywords: person, clothing, woman, indoor, holding,
standing, lady, young, hair, shirt, front, wearing, smiling,
laptop, red, table, large, pizza, white, man, room, phone
Google words: hair, human hair color, color, red, face,
blond, hair coloring, hairstyle, long hair, brown hair
Adult: SAFE

MS Caption: a woman wearing a hat
MS Keywords: person, woman, clothing, wearing,
looking, dress, holding, white, posing, hair, man,
standing, dressed, black, young, suit, hat, umbrella,
phone, water, shirt
Google words: face, hair, eyebrow, beauty, hairstyle,
head, skin, black hair, eyelash, photo shoot
Adult: SAFE

MS Caption: a pair of skis in the dark
MS Keywords: dark, black, sitting, white, lit, night,
photo, pair, top, light, room, table, woman, holding,
board, man, standing
Google words: black, white, black and white, darkness,
photography, light, monochrome, font, monochrome
photography, line
Adult: SAFE

MS Caption: person posing for a picture
MS Keywords: woman, photo, man, posing, standing,
wearing, black, girl, holding, young, white, water, table,
riding, suit, skiing, surfing, horse, board, people, beach,
room, boat, laying, cat, field
Google words: poster, album cover, art, painting, pattern,
collage, illustration
Adult: SAFE

MS Caption: a group of people in a room
MS Keywords: person, indoor, table, sitting, group, room,
people, child, young, holding, woman, man, girl, large,
filled, standing, bunch, bed, several, many, crowd, cake,
living, plate, laying, white, playing
Google words: fashion, musical theatre, audience, ritual
Adult: SAFE
MS Caption: a woman holding a cell phone
MS Keywords: person, indoor, woman, holding, looking,
dark, phone, black, girl, wearing, hair, standing, young,
lit, man, white, red, shirt, room, night, remote, bed
Google words: hair, photograph, person, blue, woman,
beauty, photography, girl, lady, singing
Adult: SAFE

